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Experts in growing professional services firms

through purpose-driven social media marketing

ABOUT US 

Established in 2015, Colour Me Social is a purpose-driven social media

marketing agency with a proven track record of helping professional

services firms grow online, through social media marketing, content

creation, paid advertising on Google, Facebook, Instagram and

LinkedIn and social prospecting. Our approach is simple; we create

innovative strategies focused to reach your target audience that have

high-quality content at its heart. The best bit? We do all the work, so you

can focus on your business priorities, comfortable in the knowledge

that your social is in safe hands.
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LinkedIn is by far the largest global professional network with more than 770

million members in more than 200 countries and territories worldwide. 

For 91% of marketing executives, LinkedIn is the top place to find quality

content, while the total number of posts comes to 2 million per day. LinkedIn is

the top-rated organic social media platform for B2B marketers, but also the top-

rated paid social media platform. 76% of B2B marketers reported LinkedIn is

their primary paid social media channel.

Introduction
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As paid advertising is used more widely across

social media, organic reach gets tossed to the side. 

Any social media marketing research shows that

organic reach is on the decline. 

However, there are lots of benefits to organic

marketing. In addition, there are many strategies

that go into boosting organic reach. 

Below is a guide for all businesses, curated by

Colour Me Social, which will help you organically

grow your LinkedIn company page. 



First, What Is Organic Reach?

Organic reach is the number of accounts that have seen a post or piece of content through

unpaid distribution.

The average number of people who see posts on social media that aren’t paid

advertisements is low. Hence, more companies focus on their paid advertising campaigns

rather than putting emphasis on organic marketing. 

LinkedIn has more than 467 million active users and is the world’s largest professional

network. Learning to navigate LinkedIn’s algorithm can seem daunting, but it can be your

best friend with the right tactics. 

Organic reach is, of course, more cost-effective than paid advertising, but can be tricky to

navigate. Finding the right balance to appeal to your audience on LinkedIn can be difficult,

which is why we prepared this guide of tips that will help with boosting your company’s

organic reach. 
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The first and most important step is to have a LinkedIn Page worth following. You want the content

to clearly and quickly convey what your business does and who you’re here to help.

According to LinkedIn’s data analysis, completed business pages get 30% more views. This is

extremely important for organic reach. First, provide your mission statement, company values, the

image of the company, and cover photo. Next, add the company’s details: location, headquarters,

office location(s), industry, organisation type, and size. 

This will make it easier for people to search, thus growing your organic reach.

At the very minimum, make sure your page is not without:

Images

Logos

Your location

Contact information

Add a video that would briefly describe your company. If you don’t have such video

content, consider adding it to your digital marketing and content strategy.

Be sure to include pertinent keywords in your business description. 

LinkedIn Pages are crawled by search engines and can often rank highly. 

Create a custom URL for your page – make sure you are logged in as an administrator

of your page to access this option.
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To Start, Complete Your LinkedIn Business Page

To go a step beyond:



Access your Showcase Page Super admin view.

Click the Edit Page button.

Click Page Info on the left side of the Edit window.

Enter the changes in the LinkedIn public URL field.

Click the Save button.
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To do this, follow these steps:
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Post Content Daily

Less is more - don’t blast 7 posts a day! 

Posting daily can lead to more people liking your

posts, thus increasing organic reach across the

platform. 

In addition, pages that post daily are twice as

likely to get member engagement.

 

Include relevant company links — blog posts,

videos, infographics — in your LinkedIn content.

This could boost engagement up to 45%. 

Use #hashtags and @mentions to engage with

trends and conversations with specific users. This

will drive more engagement within your

audience. 

Monthly, you should switch up your company’s

hashtags. This will change up the algorithm and

help draw a variety of viewers to your page. 

LinkedIn is about making connections — tap into

those networks to gain organic reach. 

For example, think of connections who would

recommend your business, and ask them to post

on their network with a @mention of your Page

the re-share the posts on your Page with a "Thank

you".

Use #hashtags and @mentions

https://blog.jdrgroup.co.uk/digital-prosperity-blog/how-to-target-customers-on-linkedin
https://blog.jdrgroup.co.uk/digital-prosperity-blog/how-to-target-customers-on-linkedin
https://business.linkedin.com/marketing-solutions/linkedin-pages/for-small-business


Email signatures are the perfect avenue to introduce your clients to your LinkedIn page.

By including links to social media platforms in your email signatures, your clients obtain another

way to communicate with you. This increases their overall engagement with your brand.

Instead of adding links, use social media icons that users can click on to go straight to your

company page.

Links to social media in email signatures can easily boost your social traffic and increase your

customers’ loyalty.

Increase the Number of Followers on Your LinkedIn Company Page
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Use newsletter/email to promote the company page

You can add a CTA at the end of your newsletters or

emails, encouraging people to follow your LinkedIn

company page.

You could simply add a line of text in your newsletter

or email that goes something like:

“Be sure to follow our LinkedIn company page where

we share the latest updates on [fill in the blank]”.

Add a page link to all employee email signatures

Growing followers will give more traction to your company's page. 

The potential reach and impact of your LinkedIn Page increases along with its number of followers.

Here are some effective techniques to organically attract more LinkedIn Page followers.



Message connections from your personal profiles who are in your inner circle and send them a

personal request to follow your company page. Include the company page link to make it easy for

them.

Message connections from your personal profiles 

Add a Follow button on your blog/website to make it easy for visitors to join in. Make sure you have

the link set to 'open in a new page' so they don't navigate completely off your website. 

Add your LinkedIn company page link to your website

Apart from content cross-promotion, you can also add the link to your LinkedIn company page to

your other social media platforms to reach different audiences.

You can also post a status update and announce that you have launched a company page for

your business on LinkedIn. Tag the company page in the post and ask people to follow it.
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Cross-promote the company page on other social platforms

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/linkedin/consumer/integrations/self-serve/plugins/follow-company-plugin


Select connections from the populated list

Search for a connection using the 'Search by name' field

Use the filters to focus your search

Access your Page Super or Content admin view.

Click the Admin tools dropdown at the top of the Page and select 'Invite

connections'.

Complete one or more of the following:

Click 'Invite connection(s)'.

Your connections will receive an invitation notification. If an error appears, you

may have reached your invitation limit.

Invite up to 100 relevant connections per month from employees' personal LinkedIn

accounts.

We recommend that your employees only send Page invitations to connections who are

likely to be interested in your employer’s Page. Members can opt-out of receiving any Page

invitations through their network settings. 
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Invite personal connections to follow the company page

Follow these steps to send an invitation to your connection(s):



Differentiating your member profile versus your company page is extremely important for more

organic growth. It’s what people will search for when they want to know more about your role

within your company. 

Member profiles have connections instead of followers. Your personal profile is required to create a

company page. All paid ads run via the company page instead of a member profile.

Your personal profile includes sections like Activity, Experience, Skills & Endorsements,

Recommendations, and Interests. 

When should you use your member profile versus your company page? 

If your small business is synonymous with the owner’s name, then it makes more sense to focus on

the growth of your member profile. When looking to increase in scale, it’s smart to think about

transitioning the personal branding of your small business to a proper company page.
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What Are the Major Differences Between a Member Profile and a Company Page?
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Consistent posting that is relevant to

your target audience will drive growth

and make a good transition from

personal to professional.

Reshare posts from your member

profile, which encourages

connections to follow your company

page, driving more growth toward

the company page. 

Building your company page

through your member profile is a

great way to start momentum in

organic growth. 

Now that we’ve laid out the

definitions of company pages and

personal pages let’s talk about the

type of content that will help boost

your organic reach. The type of

content varies depending on the

platform, so learning to differentiate

what to post and where is crucial to

boosting organic reach.

So, how do you make that shift?



The goal of the LinkedIn algorithm is to deliver the most relevant content to each user's

newsfeed. LinkedIn wants to keep traffic on their website and stop irrelevant or low-quality

content from showing on newsfeeds. 

Looking at clicks, likes, comments, and shares, LinkedIn's algorithm fills newsfeeds with

content that seems most relevant to a user's actions on the platform. Knowing this can help

you create and share relevant and helpful content that will encourage more interactions.

So, you need to define your business goals for the platform and think about whom you are

trying to reach on LinkedIn. For example, are you trying to raise brand awareness for your

company or collect sales leads? Or maybe you want to increase your influence as a thought

leader in your industry?

Create a LinkedIn content marketing strategy around what your target audience would find

most valuable, and post content that will help you reach your company's goals for being on

the platform.

Get to Know the LinkedIn Algorithm
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As LinkedIn wants to keep traffic on the platform itself, here are a few ways you can satisfy

LinkedIn’s goal, while also delivering the most relevant and valuable content to your followers:
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You can find more details on these tips further in this article.

Post text-only updates that

don’t include URLs that lead

away from LinkedIn.

If you really want to include a

URL that directs users off of

LinkedIn, try adding it as the

first comment of your post.

Use LinkedIn native

video instead of

linking it to YouTube

or another website.

Publish Articles on

LinkedIn’s

Blogging Platform,

Pulse, instead of

linking them to

your website.



The optimal length of a video is about

three minutes. It’s enough time to be

valuable to viewers, but not so long

that they lose interest.

Include an SRT file with your upload,

which will add captions so that even

your connections who can’t listen to

the audio can still watch your video

and know what’s going on.

Videos are 5x more likely to start a conversation, plus they tend to convert better.

Members spend almost 3 x more time watching videos than static content pieces. 

Because video is the most important medium on LinkedIn, make sure you use LinkedIn native

video and upload videos directly to the platform instead of linking YouTube or other websites. This

will also satisfy LinkedIn’s goal to keep users on the platform. In addition, you can share your

LinkedIn videos to other social media platforms to drive more traffic to your LinkedIn page. 

LinkedIn videos can be up to 10 minutes long. Use short and concise descriptions for the video, so

connections know what it is about and are encouraged to watch.

Since videos are the most successful form of content on LinkedIn, be sure that the videos are

lightweight since 57% of LinkedIn users access the app via mobile phone. Stay away from Flash

because that won’t work on iPhones or iPads.
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On LinkedIn, videos are vital

Some advanced video tips:



LinkedIn is all about networking; if people want to share an image, they want to appear

knowledgeable. If your image has statistics or quick facts on it, it is more likely to be shared across

LinkedIn. 

Though people want to see statistics and quick infographic videos, remember that users want to

know there are still people behind the company. 

Don’t be afraid to show company milestones or highlight your company leaders! People want to

see the human side of your brand. But don’t talk about yourselves too much — find the balance

between highlighting your company’s human side as well as sharing other relevant content for

your target audience. 
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When using an image, it is good to include statistics from time to time



Scroll below to the end

of the article

Click on 'Share'

Choose 'Share in a post'
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Similar to the intent of native LinkedIn video, LinkedIn’s Pulse platform

aims to keep traffic on the site when its users are sharing long-form

content with their connections.

One way to start incorporating Pulse into your LinkedIn marketing

strategy is by using your company’s existing blog posts and re-

purposing them as LinkedIn articles. Be sure to edit the content to best

fit the interests of the LinkedIn audience you are targeting. Then, after

publishing the article, share the link in a post using excerpts from your

article to entice followers. You can do this right after publishing the

article, or later, following these steps:

Publish Articles on LinkedIn’s Blogging Platform, Pulse

This keeps users on LinkedIn, gives you content to share on your business page and helps drive

attention to your content. Other types of LinkedIn articles you could publish could include

company announcements, new hires or your company’s reaction to trending industry news.



Now you know what to post, but when is the best time to post it? 

Timing matters on LinkedIn and a little research on your audience goes a

long way when deciding when to post your content so that it can reach as

many people as possible.

Posting a targeted update is quite simple. First, you have to draft your updates on the Home tab of

your super content admin view. Then click the dropdown menu to select the audience you want to

target. Next, add the target audience’s criteria on the target audience setting page. Then click 'Save'

to secure this template and post! 

The estimated target follower audience is the number of potential people who will see the post. If

your targeted posts aren’t reaching a broad enough audience, remove some targeting criteria to

broaden your audience. Employees will not be notified when posting a targeted update. 
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Share Your LinkedIn Content at the Optimal Time and at the Optimal Consistency

Make sure you target the right people

Apart from the purpose/goal of your posts and the topics that will be of the most value to your

audience, your social media strategy should also include the optimal time the posts should be

shared to reach the largest number of people.

When trying to find the optimal time to post, you should consider your buyer personas, time zones

your connections live in, and your industry as a whole.

Most B2B marketers close their eyes and shoot their shots.

However, once you have refined your strategy, it will make

refining your target audience a lot easier. 

The Post Targeted updates feature is a great tool for

audience targeting on LinkedIn. These updates help tailor

content to the specific audiences you are targeting. The

posts will only target the corresponding feeds. 

In order to use this feature, your page must have 300

followers. 



Before applying for a job, employees tend to

look for reputable companies that share the

same mission as theirs. To leverage this,

increasing your brand visibility is vital.

No company can flourish without a strong

employer brand. And to prosper, you need

employees that identify with your values. Thus,

focusing on employer branding is an effective

talent acquisition strategy.

Utilise your LinkedIn company page so potential

candidates can assess their fit and align their

goals with that of your company.

Create a compelling employer brand that is

representative of your company’s core values. A

well-developed employer brand is a key to

attracting top talent.

This way potential candidates can assess their

fit and align their goals with that of your

company.

Talent acquisition goes beyond recruiting. It is about having a long-term employee retention

strategy in place. And in the current age and time, staying relevant and true to your business goals

is crucial.

Here are some innovative talent attraction strategies that can help you attract and find industry’s

top talent to fill open job roles now and in the future and retain them for a long time.
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Attract Top Talent with Your Organic Posts

Highlight your employer branding



A well-crafted job description can make you stand out as a company that values

talent. 

Keeping this in mind, enticing job descriptions work well as a talent attraction strategy.
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Plan and write crisp job descriptions

Your company culture 

Job requirements

Pay scale

Job descriptions should have:

Company profile 

Any benefits you may offer

Company’s website or blog



Build connections through social media recruiting
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Social media recruiting is a talent acquisition strategy you should definitely not miss.

Social media networks serve as great platforms to search for potential hires and be found by them.

Information shared on social media tends to have a higher consumption rate.

Share your company information on your LinkedIn company page and other social media

networks in the form of short videos, infographics, or posts.

Connect with candidates on social media and let them know what differentiates you from the

others. Besides lowering your recruiting costs, social media recruitment gets in touch with a wider

talent pool in a short period.

This will help you build a strong online reputation and connect with the industry’s top talent around

the globe.

Social media recruitment also doubles up as a method to boost employer brand.



LinkedIn also recommends that you cross-promote weekly, meaning your other social media

accounts should promote your LinkedIn.

Because of LinkedIn’s algorithm, this only works one way. If you share a Facebook link on

LinkedIn, the algorithm will penalise your post, and it may not organically show up on many feeds.
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Cross-Promote Your LinkedIn Content on Other Social Media Platforms

To start, keep up with relevant news, trends, and

pain points your customers and industry are facing,

and use these as topics of discussion for your

content. Trending industry subjects are always of

value, making any posts about them more attractive

and relevant in the eyes of the Linked newsfeed

algorithm.

Be an Active Participant to Grow Your Voice as a Thought Leader in Your Industry

The biggest part of social media is being social! Being part of the conversations that are going on

in your industry can be used to build your business as a relevant thought leader.

You can choose to connect trending news

to content you have already created (read

more below in the Content Repurposing

section), or you can use it as inspiration for

creating new pieces of content.

Getting the most out of your LinkedIn content includes adding cross-promotion to

your content calendar. For every post, video, or article you share on LinkedIn, have

a plan to share the link on your other social media pages.

This will help you get more followers on LinkedIn.



Joining professional LinkedIn Groups will connect you with many people and companies in your

industry and will give you the opportunity to engage in thoughtful conversation. You will also learn

a lot, and you will get the opportunity to share your own insight.

Professional groups are easy to find on LinkedIn. When you join, post some of your articles and

videos to the group to start a conversation. This will also increase your LinkedIn page traffic and

bring you more relevant followers. Also, be sure to share and comment on other posts and articles

to start making connections and relationships with professionals in your industry.

Post to Professional LinkedIn Groups
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Encourage your employees to like and share!

Make sure that your teams on LinkedIn have

profiles!

It will:

a) make your business more visible and

approachable and;

b) link your business to relevant members. 

In addition, they will be able to share your

content with their respective network. 

Employee engagement with your company’s

page and posts should always be voluntary, but

encouraging them to like and share your content

can reach hundreds of more people than your

business page can alone.



Stop posting your pieces of content only once.

You can share your older content several times and give

more life to it.

Sometimes a piece of content you wrote in the past

becomes even more relevant later. Content repurposing,

sometimes called content recycling, is not cheating, as it

may seem. It re-uses existing content and presents it in a

new format to expand its reach and lifespan.

Last, but not least... Repurpose Your Content!
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Repurposing content can also improve your

SEO. 

When you have multiple pieces of content

centered around similar targeted keywords,

search engine crawlers will generally

recognise you as a source of authority. 

Repurposing content also helps you expand 

your audience reach and increase your amount 

of content. You can repurpose the content you 

have shared on your other channels for your LinkedIn

page.



Turn your old blogs into videos or create a Slideshare. Make sure you focus on the

most important points. You can also create an infographic if your blog post is full of

statistics or data. If you have long-form blog content with educational value, you can

create an ebook and gain new leads. Extracting thought leadership quotes is also a

great way to share pieces of your old content if you have such.

Turn your videos into blog posts.

We mentioned turning blog posts into videos, but you can also do this vice versa.

Post snippets of the key points of existing video content you have already shared. 

Post user-generated content – share reviews on your products or general reviews

from satisfied customers.

Connect trending news to content you have already created.

This will open the door for new traffic and eyes on content that already exists.

How to repurpose your content?
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As things change, some of your older posts might need updating. You don’t have to

reinvent the wheel, just make sure the content appeals to today’s audience. When it

comes to blogs or ebooks, you can update and re-share the existing content and

keep the existing URL and SEO value.

Repurposing your existing content should not be an alternative to creating new

content. It should rather give life to your existing high-quality content.
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LinkedIn is a great platform where you can grow, learn, and connect with customers

and professionals from your industry. 

Following these tips and learning how it works as a platform, will put you in the best

position to see positive results from your organic posting.
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